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Jump to Emeritus faculty

A
Joseph B Atkins
PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
128 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jbatkins@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5510

John Ashley Baker
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jabaker1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Ann Day Becker
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
adbecker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Zenebe Likyeleh Beyene
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR AND COORDINATOR OF INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
beyene@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Graham Douglas Bodie
PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
gbodie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Emily Bowen
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
OXFORD, MS 38655
ebowenm@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Peter Boyer
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASST PROF OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
pibo@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Thomas Burchfield
Adj Instructional Asst Prof of Integ Mkting Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
trburchf@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Morgan Burger
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Journalism Instruction
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
mnburer@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Mark Maurice Burson
Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mmburson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Jump to index

C

Jason Anthony Cain
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jacain@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Kaitlin Cannava
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
kccannav@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146
Loidha Castillo Bautista
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor
714 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
lecastil@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Brad Conaway
Instructional Assistant Professor of Social Media and Data Analytics
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bconaway@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Jump to index

D
William R Day
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wrday2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Mark Kenneth Dolan
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM AND NEW MEDIA
134 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mdolan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5397

Nancy McKenzie Dupont
PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
133 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ndupont@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5396

Jump to index

E
Thomas EVANS Eppes
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
teppes@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Elizabeth Allison Estes
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
eaestes1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Jump to index

F
Michael Fagans
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MULTIMEDIA JOURNALISM
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
mfagans@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Scott A Fiene
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT AND ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING
227 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
safiene@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
G

James Goodwin

ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jgoodwi1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

April Grayson

Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Journalism
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
aprilg@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Zach Gregory

Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
bzgregor@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Vanessa Gregory

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
223 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
vgregory@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7127

H

Deborah Woodrick Hall

INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
215 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dmhall@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Claire Nelson Hick

Adjunct Instructional Asst Prof of Journalism Instruction
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cnelson@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Samir A Husni

PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM, HEDERMAN LECTURER AND DIRECTOR OF MAGAZINE INNOVATION CENTER
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hsamir@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7147

I

Iveta Imre

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
114 FARLEY HALL 7146
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
iimre@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Amy Ingram Honeycutt Ingram

Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master’s, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.

https://catalog.olemiss.edu/2022/fall/undergraduate/journalism/faculty
Ronnie K Morgan
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR AND DIRECTOR OF MISSISSIPPI SCHOLASTIC PRESS ASSOCIATION
104 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
morgan@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7150

Kate Newman
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
kate@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Patricia Overstreet-Miller
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
hpowerst@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Scott Allen Pederson
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sapeders@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

W Randall Pinkston
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
wrpinkst@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Thomas Marshall Ramsey
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSIST PROF OF JOURNALISM INSTRUCTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
tmramsey@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (601) 940-7932

William Jeffrey Roberson
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38655
wjrobers@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Lareeca Denee Rucker
Instructional Assistant Professor of Journalism Instruction
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ldrucker@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146
Jump to index

S

Darren A Sanefski
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MULTIPLE PLATFORM JOURNALISM
225 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
dasanefs@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Kevin John Seddon
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor in Integrated Marketing
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
kiseddon@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Joseph Anthony Sherman
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jasharma@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Jenni Sigler
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38655
jesigler@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Marquita Smith
Assistant Dean for Graduate Programs and Associate Professor
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38655
smithms@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Chris Sparks
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
224 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ccsparks@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-8985

Alysia Steele
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF MULTIPLE PLATFORM JOURNALISM
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
alysia@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Bobby D Steele
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BRANDING AND PROMOTION
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
bdsteele@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-2674

Kristen Alley Swain
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
135 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
kaswain@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7637

Jump to index

T

Patricia Thompson
ASSISTANT DEAN FOR STUDENT MEDIA AND ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM / EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, ACEJMC

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master's, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.
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John Michael Tonos
INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATION
215 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
jtonos@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Nathan Towery
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
ntowery@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Don Vaughan
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Journalism Instruction
114 Farley Hall
University, MS 38677
drvaugh@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Summer Anne Hill Vinson
Adjunct Instructional Assistant Professor of Journalism Instruction
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
sahill1@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Lloyd R Wade
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS AND RESEARCH ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING
253 HOLMAN HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cwade@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-5820

Debora Rae Wenger
Interim Dean of the School of Journalism, Assistant Dean for Partnerships and Innovations, and Professor of Journalism
129 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
drwenger@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Rachel Malone West
Instructional Assistant Professor of Integrated Marketing Communication
114 FARLEY HALL
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
ramalon2@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Leslie M Westbrook
ADJUNCT INSTRUCTIONAL ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF INTEGRATED MKTG
114 FARLEY
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
lwestbr@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-7146

Kathleen W Wickham
PROFESSOR OF JOURNALISM
131 FARLEY HALL
Emiréus Faculty

W
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W

Curtis Carter Wilkie
Associate Professor of Journalism Emeritus
OVERBY CENTER FOR SOUTHERN JOURNALISM AND POLITICS
UNIVERSITY, MS 38677
cwilkie@olemiss.edu — UM Profile
1 (662) 915-1707

The University of Mississippi is accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges to award certificates and baccalaureate, master’s, specialist, and doctoral degrees. Contact the Commission on Colleges at 1866 Southern Lane, Decatur, Georgia 30033-4097, call 404-679-4500, or visit online at www.sacscoc.org for questions about the accreditation.